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1

2

Item

Specifications

Comments

Suspension
(front)
Suspension
(rear)

Cantilevered leading
dual-scythe arms

Double wishbone

Cantilevered trailing
arms

(Swingarm)

Mechanical balancer
type

On both front and
rear wheels

Frame

Twin tube

All-aluminum

Tilt control

Hydraulic roll
feedback control

Only when stationary

Brakes

Hydraulic disc brakes
for all wheels

–

Engine

4-stroke, 2-cylinder,
DOHC, 900cc,
5 valves per cylinder

PS: N/A
Torque: N/A

Rear-wheel shaft
drive

Single-index beveled
gear

LSD fitted

–

Transmission

Constant mesh
6-speed

With reverse gear

Vehicle weight

N/A

–

Lean mechanism

Drive
mechanism
Power
distribution
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α: Arm operating angle
θ: Lean angle
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(1)

Ltr: Track width

Larm: Arm length

was adop

a1=-(Yρf cosφ+tr sinφ)cos(ε+μ)
a2=[Xρf cos(ε+μ)-pcosε+Rr sinε-an]cosφ-(ρrcosφ+tr)sin(ε+μ)
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=
M Z M msg + 2 M fz − 2 M s + 2 M c
Mmsg: Moment due to steering system mass
Mfz : Moment due to front wheel vertical load
Ms : Moment due to front wheel lateral force
Mc : Moment due to front wheel camber torque
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like the front, zero vehicle roll rigidity is achieved and
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conditions be parallel. In other words, setting the arm in-

leaning became possible.

stallation angle to zero minimized changes in the wheelbase of the right and left wheels and in the rake and trail

However, for the shock absorber, taking the overall vehi-

when in a leaned state.

cle weight into consideration made it possible to position
a single unit on the vehicle body side of the seesaw. Fig-

Furthermore, it is also important to keep in mind the

ure 3 shows the layout. Additionally, as was done for the

Ackermann steering angle, which must be set accord-

front, vehicle height was adjusted and set so that the

ing to the track width. However, because the track on the

arms become parallel under 1G conditions and the cam-

prototype is extremely narrow at 180 mm, we set the

ber angle was set to zero, so that the basic rear align-

Ackermann steering angle to nearly zero and adopted a

ment was zero like the front.

vehicle geometry based on a “completely zero alignment
concept” for the suspension and the lean mechanisms.
In the basic geometry, in deriving the rake and trail in
particular and accounting for the fact that there are two
front wheels, we worked from the equation for steering torque characteristics

[2]

for the steering appa-

ratus. As a result, a geometry different from that of a

Fig. 3
2-1-5. Drivetrain

an
=

2

2

2

( a1 + a 2 + a 3 )

(2)

The drive system and delivery of drive force for the left
and right wheels are especially important. Shaft drive

a1=-(Yρf cosφ+tr sinφ)cos(ε+μ)
a2=[Xρf cos(ε+μ)-pcosε+Rr sinε-an]cosφ-(ρrcosφ+tr)sin(ε+μ)
a3=Yρf sin(ε+μ)+[Xρfcos(ε+μ)- p cosε+Rrsinε-an-ρrsin(ε+μ)]sinφ

was adopted for the drive system and a limited-slip dif-

ε : Rake angle μ: Pitch angle δ : Steering angle
d : Offset p : Wheelbase Rf : Front wheel
φ: Roll angle
outer radius Rr : Rear wheel outer radius tf : Front tire
cross-section radius tr : Rear tire cross-section radius
ρf : Front wheel Torus radius ρr : Rear wheel Torus radius
Xρf, Yρf : Coordinates of the front wheel ground-contact point

weight, it has clear advantages over chain drive in terms

ferential (LSD) was adopted for drive force delivery. Although shaft drive has disadvantages in terms of
of

delivering

traction

and

its

ease

of

mainte-

nance. Since it is basically impossible to ensure straightline stability for a vehicle with zero roll rigidity when a
wheel on only one side is being driven, powering the
wheels on both sides becomes a necessity. Even in the
case of narrow track width, i.e., 180 mm, consideration
must be made for the turning radius difference of the in-
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Fig. 4
Photo 6

Taking these factors into account, the decision was made
to adopt an LSD unit. When cornering, the drive force
from the shaft drive produces different reactive forces for
the inside and outside wheels, and as a result, a moment
that tries to bring the vehicle upright is generated
around the center of gravity. In this way, a roll moment is generated in the prototype vehicle as it has a
front and rear track. Equation (4) shows this roll moment, and Figure 5 shows this roll moment and the difference in ground-contact load between the inside and
outside wheels.

M = ( Fout + N out + mg ) ⋅ {(T 2 ) − t}

− ( Fin + N in + mg ) ⋅ {(T 2 ) + t}

Photo 7
(4)

Likewise, since zero vehicle roll rigidity provides the ve-

m: Vehicle weight distributed by one rear tire
T: Track
t: Shift in the ground-contact point during banking
N: Ground-contact load due to load shift
F: Ground-contacting load due to anti-squat moment
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hicle with balancing dynamics, it is not easily affected by
road surface undulations and a road test proved that it
can ride smoothly over uneven road surfaces at an angle
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(Photo 8).

Roll moment

Difference in the groundcontact load between the
inside and outside wheels
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3-2. Riding over uneven road surfaces
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Bank angle
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Fig. 5
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3. RIDING EVALUATION
3-1. Basic riding
Setting the roll rigidity in particular to zero helped

Photo 8
3-3. Tilt control
Because the LMW vehicle has two wheels on the left and
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